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Abstract 
               The present paper overviewed the definition concept of digital library, recent trend in digital library. Advantage of Digital 
Library & Digital preservation. 
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Introduction 
                   Revolution in Information and communication Technology in the past couple of decades had drastic impacts on all aspects 
of human life. For instance, many people are now shopping, banking and paying their bills through various electronic and digital 
technologies. In the context of librarianship, ICT has brought drastic changes in the concept of traditional library work as well as 
service. Concept of digital library is becoming more & more popular in this era. With the help of new advanced technology 
&Changing needs of users, users can get the information within no time, seating at home also. Users don’t have to come physically in 
the library. 
 
Definitions of Digital Library 
Different people define digital libraries in different ways    
               According to William Arms, a digital library is managed collection of information, with associated services, where the 
information is stored in digital format and accessible over a network. 
 
Borgeman (1999)defines “Digital Libraries are a set of electronic resources and associated technical capabilities for creating 
searching and using information.” 
 
Larson defined digital libraries as no single stand alone, repositories of digital data instead they are a heterogeneous collection of 
network-based repositories. 
 
Digitization refers to the process of converting something from an analog format to digital format. 
 
According to association of research libraries, a digital library is not a single entity requires technology to link the resource of many 
linkages transparent to user, permit universal access, not limited to document surrogates but extended to digital artifacts. 
 
Advantages of Digital Library 
 The advantages of digital libraries as a means of easily and rapidly accessing books, archives and images of various types are now 
widely recognized by commercial interests and public bodies alike. 
 
No physical boundary People from all over the world can gain access to the same information, as long as on Internet connection is 
available. 
 
Access 24 X 7 to the Information 
 
Multiple access:The same resources can be used simultaneously by a number of institutions and patrons. 
 
Information Retrieval The user is able to use any search term to search the entire collection. Digital libraries can provide very user-
friendly interfaces giving likeable access to its resources. 
 
Space Digital libraries have the potential to store much move information. 
 
Easily Accessible 
Requirement of Digital Library 
 
Computer Hardware: Server, PC with Multimedia, UPS 
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Software: Any suitable software from GSDL 
 
Network: LAN,MAN,WAN etc. 
 
Printer: Laser, Dot Metrix, Barcode, Digital Graphics Printer. 
 
Scanner: HP Scan, jet, slide scanner etc. 
 
Storage devices: Optical storage devices, CD-ROM, juke Box etc. 
 
Other Audio-visual aid: color TV, VCR, DVD, VCD, sound box, telephone. 
 
Well trained manpower for online help 
 
Recent Trends in digital libraries 
Emerging Technologies 
Emerging Technologies because globalization phenomenon of the content world, which started with dot.com boom a perception has 
emerged that the electronic publishing and the web should significantly reduce the cost of content. But the web-based library sites 
giving information at users’ desktop are more reliable as compared to internet search engines. Internet search gives 10,000 or 10 lac 
hits in one second. But users are not interested in browsing the huge set of result running over hundreds of pages making the confused. 
They want only relevant ten results which libraries in general provide at right time. 
 
Network security 
The process of securing our library network begins with realizing what the libraries and to lose if security is not pursued. Network 
security is not just another thing to do. Its importance lies in protecting the libraries the network resources. 
 
Digital preservation 
Digital preservation refers to various methods of keeping digital material alive in to the future, management of digital information 
over time, digital preservation can be defined as long term error free storage of digital information, which means for retrieval & 
interpretation for all the time span that the information is required. 
 
            Digital preservation combines policies, strategies and actions to ensure the accurate rendering of authenticated content over 
time, regardless of the challenges of media failure and technological change. Digital preservation applies to both digital and 
reformatted contents. 
 
Conclusion 
         With advent of rapid changes in the domain of information technologies, the revolutionized or ele of libraries has become in 
dispensable. As libraries face new challenges competitors, demands, and expectations it is earnest need of redesigning services and 
information products to add value to their services and to satisfy the changing information needs of the user community. Traditional 
libraries are still handling largely printed materials that are expensive and bulky. Information seekers are no longer satisfied with only 
printed materials. They want to supplement the printed information with more dynamic electronic resources. Demands for digital 
information are increasing. Therefore, digital libraries will start gaining ground in the present century. It is necessary to head towards 
an environment in which digital information may substitute for much print-based information. Now it is realized that a libraries 
existence does not depend on the physical form of documents. 
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